In 2 Monte Carlo studies of fixed-and random-effects meta-analysis for correlations, A. P. Field (2001) ostensibly evaluated Hedges-Olkin-Vevea Fisher-z and Schmidt-Hunter Pearson-r estimators and tests in 120 conditions. Some authors have cited those results as evidence not to meta-analyze Fisher-z correlations, especially with heterogeneous correlation parameters. The present attempt to replicate Field's simulations included comparisons with analytic values as well as results for efficiency and confidence-interval coverage. Field's results under homogeneity were mostly replicable, but those under heterogeneity were not: The latter exhibited up to over .17 more bias than ours and, for tests of the mean correlation and homogeneity, respectively, nonnull rejection rates up to .60 lower and .65 higher. Changes to Field's observations and conclusions are recommended, and practical guidance is offered regarding simulation evidence and choices among methods. Most cautions about poor performance of Fisher-z methods are largely unfounded, especially with a more appropriate z-to-r transformation. The Appendix gives a computer program for obtaining Pearson-r moments from a normal Fisher-z distribution, which is used to demonstrate distortion due to direct z-to-r transformation of a mean Fisher-z correlation.
During the past 3 decades, meta-analysis has become a staple of quantitative research syntheses and systematic reviews in the social, behavioral, and medical sciences. Over 4,000 articles and other works have addressed methodology for such endeavors.
1 To summarize the results of several studies in a given substantive domain, research synthesists often express these results using an index of bivariate association or effect, such as a correlation coefficient, (standardized) mean difference, risk difference, or odds ratio. Typical meta-analytic summaries of and models for these effect sizes characterize their central tendency, inconsistency among studies, and relationship with one or more study characteristics (i.e., moderators).
This article focuses on meta-analysis of correlations. A major distinction among various techniques for this task is whether to analyze Pearson-r correlations directly or to first apply Fisher's z transformation. Our primary interest is in the univariate meta-analytic procedures Field (2001 Field ( , 2005 studied, which fall under two approaches: One entails analyzing Pearson-r correlations with strategies Frank Schmidt, John Hunter, and colleagues have developed (SHr); the other, analyzing Fisher-z correlations with strategies advanced by Larry Hedges, Ingram Olkin, Jack Vevea, and colleagues (HOVz). Both approaches yield point and interval estimates for and tests of a common or mean effect as well as homogeneity tests, and both have been used widely to analyze homogeneous and heterogeneous effect sizes and have been studied by several authors. Field (2001) reported on two Monte Carlo studies of SHr and HOVz estimators and tests, one each with homogeneous and heterogeneous correlation parameters. That article is of central interest for three reasons. First, it is an extensive and highly cited contribution to knowledge about meta-analyzing correlations. Each study yielded bias and two tests' rejection rates based on 100,000 replications in each of 120 three-factor cells (detailed below); this is one of the most comprehensive empirical comparisons of SHr and HOVz methods to date. As of this writing, Field is among the most cited 10% of articles in the history of Psychological Methods. It compares random-effects methods, which many authors consider best for research synthesis (Schmidt, Oh, & Hayes, 2007) , so its influence will likely persist.
Second, some authors have cited Field's (2001) bias for the HOVz estimator of the mean (Pearson-r) correlationsometimes over .2-as a reason not to analyze Fisher-z correlations. Hunter and Schmidt (2004) warned that "use of the Fisher z transformation can cause serious inaccuracies in random-effects meta-analysis models" (p. 56) and elaborated as follows:
If there is variation in the population correlations across studies . . . , the bias in Fisher's z can cause estimates of the mean correlation to be biased upward by substantial amounts (Field, 2001; Hall & Brannick, 2002; Schmidt & Hunter, 2003 ). This appears to be the reason that the random-effects meta-analysis methods of Hedges and Olkin (1985) overestimate the mean correlation (Field, 2001; Hall & Brannick, 2002) . . .. It appears that meta-analysis is never made more accurate by using the Fisher z transformation and can be made substantially less accurate under certain conditions. (p. 83) In point of fact, neither Field nor Hall and Brannick studied Hedges and Olkin's (1985, pp. 242-246) random-effects estimators for correlations, which estimate the population correlations' variance-not their mean-and do not use Fisher's z transformation. Schmidt and Hunter (2003) issued a similar caution based mainly on Field's and Hall and Brannick's (2002) simulations, and Hunter, Schmidt, and Coggin (1996) and Schulze (2004) gave analytic reasons not to meta-analyze Fisher-z correlations. As we show, however, Field's evidence may be less compelling than it appears. Moreover, Law (1995) and Hafdahl (2008a) showed how to improve upon Fisher-z estimators' sometimes poor performance, which is due largely to how one converts a mean Fisher-z correlation to its Pearson-r counterpart; appreciating this detail is crucial for interpreting Field's results and evaluating related Fisher-z methods, such as extensions with artifact adjustments (Hall & Brannick, 2002) or for correlation matrices.
Third, many of Field's (2001) simulation results differ markedly from those in related Monte Carlo studies. We identified 23 simulation studies with meta-analytic procedures similar to those Field studied; extracted results for the SHr and HOVz point estimators, tests of common or mean correlation, and homogeneity tests; and compared these with Field's in matched conditions. 2 In short, results from these related studies agreed with those of Field quite well for his Study 1 (homogeneous case) but poorly for his Study 2 (heterogeneous case), though the latter results were only from Field's (2003 Field's ( , 2005 simulations. The most striking discrepancies involved estimators of the mean correlation: For the HOVz random-effects and SHr estimators, Field's (2001) bias was larger than Field's (2005) by up to over .17 and nearly .02, respectively-very unusual, given the nearly identical conditions and 100,000 replications each of the studies. Field (2005) attributed some of Field's (2001) substantially larger bias values to a feature of the data generation, but as we show later that explanation neither accounts for the apparent aberrations nor addresses anomalous rejection probabilities for tests.
Our primary aims are to present evidence that many of Field's (2001) results are inconsistent with the simulation method described, provide values to replace those that seem questionable, report results on additional criteria, and offer guidance on choosing among meta-analytic approaches. We first reiterate the procedures Field studied and elaborate on the aforementioned z-to-r detail. Then, for both the homogeneous (Study 1) and heterogeneous (Study 2) cases, we compare results from our attempted replication with Field's and, to validate our simulations, with certain analytic values; present both our results that diverge from his; and present estimator efficiency and confidence interval (CI) coverage. Finally, we suggest changes to and elaborate on Field's observations and conclusions and offer guidance on practice and future work in this area, including cautions about certain simulation issues.
Focal Meta-Analytic Procedures
In this section we explicate the procedures studied in our examination of Field's (2001) simulations. These are exactly those Field described, with one omission and two additions: We excluded Rosenthal and Rubin's combined significance test (middle four columns of Field's Table 2) , mainly because it is limited to the homogeneous case and has not been used or studied much, and we examined CIs associated with the HOVz and SHr approaches. A troublesome feature of the HOVz random-effects estimators Field studied is also explained.
Data Structure and Models
Suppose we have an observed sample correlation from each of k independent studies. Let t i and i be this correlation and its parameter (i.e., "true" or population correlation), respectively, from the ith study with size n i ; total sample size is N ϭ iϭ1 k n i . To indicate a specific metric, we replace the generic t and by r and for Pearson-r correlations or by z and for Fisher-z correlations; Fisher's variancestabilizing z transformation and its inverse (i.e., z to r) are the hyperbolic arctangent, z ϭ tanh Ϫ1 (r), and hyperbolic tangent, r ϭ tanh(z), respectively. All models in this article share the within-study model t i ϭ i ϩ e i , where e i is random error with expectation E(e i ) ϵ 0 and conditional variance v ti ϵ Var(e i ). Following convention for generic effect sizes (e.g., Hedges & Vevea, 1998) , we assume that e i ϳ N(0, v ti ) with v ti known, though normality and v ti are usually only approximate and v ti is often estimated (albeit largely a function of n i ).
A typical univariate fixed-effects between-studies model is i ϭ , which imposes homogeneity of correlation parameters and supports conditional inferences about the common correlation (i.e., generalizations to studies like those at hand except for their random samples of subjects; Hedges & Vevea, 1998) . The combined fixed-effects model, t i ϭ ϩ e i , implies that E(t i ) ϭ and Var(t i ) ϭ v ti . A different fixed-effects model may be used for conditional inferences about the mean of particular studies' heterogeneous parameters, when i varies among studies (Hedges & Vevea, 1998; Overton, 1998) ; we do not consider this here.
One extension of the above model is the univariate random-effects model, for which a random effect u i is added to yield the between-studies model i ϭ ϩ u i , where E(u i ) ϵ 0 and 2 ϵ Var(u i ). The combined random-effects model, t i ϭ ϩ u i ϩ e i , implies that E(t i ) ϭ and, if u i and e i are independent, Var(t i ) ϭ v * ti ϵ 2 ϩ v ti (i.e., unconditional variance of t i ). The correlation parameters' mean and interstudy variance component, E( i ) ϭ and Var( i ) ϭ 2 , may be considered (hyper)parameters of the correlation-parameter distribution. This model supports unconditional inferences (Hedges & Vevea, 1998 )-generalizations to studies that may differ from those at hand for reasons not modeled explicitly-and better fits the data and aims in most research syntheses (Hunter & Schmidt, 2000; Schmidt et al., 2007) .
HOVz Procedures
Much of methodological work on meta-analysis published by Hedges, Olkin, or Vevea has focused either on generic approximately normal effect sizes (e.g., Hedges & Vevea, 1998) or on standardized mean differences. Hedges and Olkin (1985, Ch. 11) , however, described fixed-and randomeffects procedures for Fisher-z and Pearson-r correlations, respectively, and Hedges's (1989) random-effects methods for Pearson-r correlations emphasized estimating 2 . We focus here on the fixed-and random-effects Fisher-z procedures that Field (2001) 
this test does not in general permit a decision about (see below). For estimates in the Pearson-r metric, Field (2001 Field ( , 2005 described the direct z-to-r transformation (DZRT) of the Fisher-z estimators shown in the fourth row of Table 1 . Little published work by Hedges, Olkin, or Vevea has described random-effects meta-analysis of Fisher-z correlations (but see Becker & Hedges, 1989; Hedges, 1988) , much less any z-to-r transformation, but Hafdahl (2008a) cited several descriptions of the DZRT.
SHr Procedures
Central to the meta-analytic approach pioneered by Schmidt and Hunter (1977) are adjustments for reliability, range restriction, and other artifacts. Much of these authors' methodological work has focused on correlations, most notably in the context of validity generalization. Again, we simply consider the "bare-bones" Pearson-r techniques Field (2001) described, which neglect artifacts. We first present SHr estimators and tests using a suitable fixedeffects model for analyzing Pearson-r correlations directly: r i ϭ ϩ e i . The fifth row of Table 1 shows the SHr estimator of , its (estimated) sampling variance (cf. Schulze, 2004, pp. 65-67) , a CI, and a statistic to test homogeneity (treated like Q z ). A test of H 0 : ϭ 0 uses Z ϭ ͑ r Ϫ 0 ͒/ͱVâr( r ), where Z ϳ N(0, 1) under H 0 ; this test proceeds like that based on Z .
In more recent work, Schmidt (2000, 2004) have deemed their techniques random-effects methods. In this view the equations in Table 1 Hunter & Schmidt, 2004; Raju & Drasgow, 2003) .
Tests and Estimates of Fisher-z Versus Pearson-r Means
An essential distinction between fixed-and randomeffects meta-analysis concerns expressing Fisher-z results (e.g., HOVz test decision or estimate) in the Pearson-r metric to facilitate interpretation or further analyses. The usual fixed-effects estimand is related between metrics by ϭ tanh(), so one can readily justify (a) using a test of H 0 : ϭ tanh Ϫ1 ( 0 ) to test H 0 : ϭ 0 and (b) applying tanh directly to an estimator of to estimate . In contrast, the usual random-effects estimands are moments of correlation-parameter (hyper)distributions (e.g., , 2 ); relating these estimands between metrics depends on the forms of the distributions. Selected moments of (e.g., only ) do not determine the distribution or its moments (e.g., ), unless those moments determine the distribution (e.g., exponential mean, normal mean and variance). In particular, does not determine uniquely: Any given value of corresponds to many values implied by distributions whose shapes or higher-order moments differ. Below we note consequences of this indeterminacy for randomeffects tests and estimates of based on tests and estimates of . Hafdahl (2008a) described some relationships between and distributions implied by properties of the tanh function; Hunter et al. (1996, Appendix Section IV) and Schulze (2004, Section 5.5 ) addressed related matters.
Tests of mean correlation. Testing H 0 : ϭ 0 does not in general permit deciding anything about ; in particular, ϭ 0 and ϭ 0 need not be equivalent. Consider a simple discrete example: Suppose has probability mass function Pr( ϭ Ϫ0.9) ϭ .4 and Pr( ϭ 0.6) ϭ .6; then ϭ .4(Ϫ0.9) ϩ .6(0.6) ϭ 0, but ϭ .4[tanh(Ϫ0.9)] ϩ .6[tanh(0.6)] Ϸ .0357, so ϭ 0 does not imply ϭ 0. Hence, using a test of H 0 : ϭ 0 to test H 0 : ϭ 0 may be difficult to justify. That said, one can contrive scenarios in which ϭ 0 is equivalent to ϭ 0 (i.e., each implies the other), such as Field's (2001 Field's ( , 2005 capped , truncated , Table 1 Estimators and Tests for Hedges-Olkin-Vevea (Fisher-z) and Schmidt-Hunter (Pearson-r 
Note.
Model is fixed-effects (FE) or random-effects (RE). Estimand is (hyper)parameter estimated or tested. N Table 2 are within 5% of these. To facilitate these and related computations, such as Hafdahl's improved Fisher-z estimators, we include a SAS program in the Appendix that computes moments of when ϳ N( , 2 ) for user-specified and 2 . In the above example, ϭ .4531 Ͻ .4621 ϭ tanh( ), so the DZRT applied to is .0090 too high. This discrepancy is sometimes negligible but may be substantial, such as when the distribution's variance or mean is large. Hafdahl's (2008a) Table 1 gives tanh( ) -for Field's (2001 Field's ( , 2005 three data-generation strategies; in Field's (2001) Study 2, with the capped strategy and nominal (i.e., precapping) variance 2 ϭ .16 2 ϭ .0256, the nominal means ϭ .0, .1, .3, .5, and .8 yield, respectively, tanh( ) -ϭ .0000, .0028, .0095, .0227, and .0976.
Likewise, discrepancy between tanh( ) and influences the HOVz random-effects point estimator that Field (2001 Field ( , 2005 and others have studied, as well as other Fisher-z estimators of that rely on the DZRT (e.g., Hunter et al., 1996; Schmidt & Hunter, 1977) . Even if equals exactly, the HOVz ,z ϭ tanh( ) may differ substantially from . For instance, Field (2005) Field's (2001) Study 1 entailed simulating properties of the HOVz fixed-effects and SHr estimators and tests when correlation parameters are homogeneous (see Table 1 ). His Tables 1-3 show empirical expected values for z and r as well as empirical rejection rates for the associated tests of H 0 : ϭ 0 and homogeneity (H 0 : i ϭ @ i), each in 120 conditions. In this section, we compare Field's results with our attempted replication of his simulation. We also report comparisons with certain analytic values and results on additional evaluation criteria.
Method for Simulation
This simulation was intended to be identical to Field's (2001) Study 1, except that we used fewer replications, excluded Rosenthal and Rubin's combined significance test, and assessed point-estimator efficiency and CI coverage. (SAS programs for and complete data from Studies 1 and 2 are available from Adam R. Hafdahl upon request.)
Design and data generation. In Field's (2001) factorial design, each of the 120 conditions is a triple from three factors: five common correlations, ʦ{.0, .1, .3, .5, .8}; four mean within-study sample sizes, n ʦ {20, 40, 80, 160}; and six numbers of independent studies, k ʦ{5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}. In each condition we generated 10,000 independent data sets (Field used 100,000), each consisting of pairs [n i , r i ], i ϭ 1, 2, . . ., k, with the pair for study i generated as follows (using SAS's RANNOR function for normal deviates): Draw X i from a truncated normal distribution with (pretruncation) mean n , variance (n /4) 2 , and lower truncation point 3.5, and set n i ϭ ͗X i ͘, where ͗ ⅐ ͘ denotes the nearest integer (so n i Ն 4); draw n i independent observations from Y i ϳ N 2 (0, ⌺ ), where the 2 ϫ 2 covariance matrix ⌺ has unit variances and covariance ; and compute the usual Pearson correlation r i from study i's n i observations.
Meta-analytic methods and evaluation criteria. The HOVz fixed-effects and SHr procedures were applied to each simulated data set to yield two point estimates of ; two rejection decisions each for H 0 : ϭ 0 (2-tailed) and for H 0 : i ϭ @ i, all at ␣ ϭ .05; and two 95%-CI coverage outcomes. E( z ) and E( r ) were estimated as the mean of z and r over replications; each test's rejection probability was estimated as the proportion of rejections. We compared Field's (2001) versus our expected values and rejection probabilities in each condition using differences, effect measures (standardized mean difference, odds ratio), and significance tests.
We also assessed point-estimator mean square error (MSE) and CI coverage. For as an estimator of an estimand , bias and MSE are defined as Bias(
2 }, a more biased estimator might be favored if its variance is adequately smaller to yield lower MSE (i.e., higher efficiency). Two estimators' efficiencies may be compared by using the ratio of their MSEs. For example, suppose MSE( r ) ϭ .08 and MSE( z ) ϭ .10: The relative efficiency of z versus r is .08/.10 ϭ (1/.10)/(1/.08) ϭ 10/12.5 ϭ 0.80; rescaling this yields 100(0.80 -1) ϭ Ϫ20, so z is 20% less efficient than r (likewise, r is 25% more efficient than z ).
CIs align better with meta-analytical thinking than do tests of point null hypotheses. Assessing CI performance for 0 permits evaluation of the components of inference (e.g., point estimator, standard error, normality) under a wider range of conditions than does assessing a test of H 0 : ϭ 0. We quantify CI performance as the CI's coverage probability: the probability that a meta-analytic sample's (random) CI contains a given (fixed) estimand. For example, this coverage probability for the SHr CI is Pr( L,r Ͻ Ͻ U,r ).
Analytic expected values. Analytic results can help validate a simulation or adjudicate discrepancies between ostensibly identical simulations. Hafdahl's (2008a) analytic expected values for and r were computed in the simplified case where the within-study sample sizes n ϭ [n 1 , n 2 , . . ., n k ] are fixed over replications. In particular, for k ϭ 5 and n ϭ 20 we chose n 0 ϭ [15, 16, 19, 23, 27] , and for other conditions we used k/5 copies of n /20 times n 0 (e.g., for k ϭ 15 and n ϭ 80, 15/5 ϭ 3 copies of (80/20)n 0 ϭ [60, 64, 76, 92, 108] ). The main simulation was rerun using this same fixed n, and we compared simulated versus analytic expected values using differences, standardized mean differences, and significance tests. Field's (2001) results under homogeneity largely agreed with ours. Specific comparisons are described below, along with results for MSE and CI coverage. Detailed comparison results for both Studies 1 and 2 are reported in online supplementary material (see Footnote 2). Given space constraints and our greater interest in the more realistic heterogeneous case of Study 2, detailed Study 1 results are also presented in the online supplementary material.
Results
Point-estimator expected value. Field's (2001) To verify that our and Field's (2001) simulations estimated expected values instead of some other quantity, we compared analytic values for E() and E( r ) to our simulated values using one-sample variants of the measures used above to compare two simulated expected values. The absolute raw difference for both E() and E( r ) always was less than .002, the absolute effect size usually was less than 0.02 and often was less than 0.01, and p values were similar to their percentile ranks. Hence, it appears that our simplified simulations in fact estimated E() and E( r ). Because these simplifications entailed trivial changes to our main simulation, we take this as confirmation that Field's simulation and ours indeed estimated E( z ) and E( r ).
Point-estimator efficiency. In terms of MSE for z and r , both estimators were more efficient for larger n , k, and ; this is not surprising, as in all 120 conditions MSE is due mostly to variance, 5 and inspection of the formulas in Table  1 suggests that increasing n , k, and decreases the variance of z and r .
6 When Յ .3, z tended to be less efficient than r ; when ϭ .5, it was similarly efficient; and when ϭ .8, it was more efficient. Efficiency differences were greater for smaller n ; rescaled relative efficiency-positive when z is more efficient than r -dropped to between Ϫ1% and 3% when n ϭ 160. Variance was larger for z than for r in most conditions with Յ .5 (up to 11% larger) but was smaller with ϭ .8 (up to 15% smaller). These patterns of relative precision largely account for the patterns of relative effi-5 Var( z )/MSE( z ) was .98 or higher in 94 conditions and fell below .95 in only 11 conditions (with large and small n ) but never fell below .80. Similar patterns held for r . 6 For an approximately normal random variable Z with constant variance Var(Z), increasing E(Z) decreases Var[tanh(Z)]; see Table  2 for examples with as Z. For Var( z ), consider as Z: Given n and k, Var( ) Ϸ 1/(N -3k) is constant with respect to ; because increasing increases and thus E( ), it should decrease
ciency, including the efficiency advantage for r even when its bias is larger.
Test of common correlation. Field's (2001) Table 2 gives empirical rejection probabilities for the HOVz and SHr tests of H 0 : ϭ 0. Strategies for comparing Field's and our probabilities were similar to those for comparing expected values, except that conditions with ϭ 0 (H 0 true) were considered separately from those with other values (H 0 false). Also, (log) odds ratios were examined and tested when Field's rejection proportion was not reported as 1.000 and ours was not 1.0000 (all 24 conditions with ϭ 0, 26 of 96 conditions with Ͼ 0). Field's and our proportions for each test usually differed less than .005, most odds ratios were near 1.0, and p values coincided fairly closely with their percentile ranks. It seems plausible that our simulation and Field's estimated the same rejection probabilities for each test.
CI coverage. The HOVz CI for nearly always performed better than the SHr CI: The former's coverage was within sampling error of nominal 95% in most conditions, and although it dropped below nominal in some conditions-mainly with large , small n , and large k-it was always above 92%. The SHr CI's coverage depended heavily on k: It was always (statistically) significantly below nominal, and although with k Ն 20 it was rarely more than 2% below, it was typically near 92%, 90%, and 85% when k ϭ 15, 10, and 5, respectively.
Test of homogeneity. Field's (2001) Table 3 presents empirical rejection probabilities for the HOVz and SHr homogeneity tests. Field's and our empirical rejection proportions were compared as were those for tests of , except that all 120 conditions were combined. For each test these usually differed less than .005, most odds ratios were near 1.0, and p values coincided fairly closely with their percentile ranks. A cluster of discrepancies occurred for the SHr test: Of the 19 conditions where p Ͻ .05-more than the 6 expected-unusually, many had ϭ .8 with n Յ 40; for all 13 conditions where ϭ .8 and p Ͻ .05, Field's proportion was between .006 to .016 lower than ours (odds ratios from 0.85 to 0.93). Aside from these curious anomalies, our simulation and Field's seem to have estimated the same rejection probabilities for each test.
Summary
Our attempted replication appears to have succeeded in matching Field's (2001) Study 1 results, except for some anomalous rejection rates from the SHr homogeneity test. The close agreement between our simulated and analytic expected values (for a simplified fixed-n case) further ensures that our simulations were conducted as we and Field described.
The SHr point estimator was often somewhat more efficient than the HOVz estimator, except when ϭ .8; efficiency differences were greatest with small studies. In terms of inference about , the HOVz CI outperformed the SHr CI: The former usually covered nominally or nearly so, faltering only with small studies when ϭ .8, but the latter exhibited very poor coverage with fewer studies and never attained nominal coverage despite coming close with more studies. As for detecting heterogeneity, the HOVz test's Type I error probability was at or near nominal in all conditions, though it tended to be slightly high with smaller studies and smaller ; the SHr test controlled Type I error rate worse, especially for smaller studies, ranging from somewhat below nominal with smaller to substantially too high with larger .
Study 2: Heterogeneous Correlation Parameters
Our approach to evaluating and extending Field's (2001) Study 2 results paralleled that for Study 1, with minor changes to handle heterogeneous correlation parameters. Most notably, generating such data requires a (hyper)distribution for correlation parameters, which can be specified in several ways and must be incorporated into analytic derivations.
Method for Simulation
As in Study 1 we attempted to replicate Field's (2001) Study 2 method exactly but used only 10,000 replications. The simulation method was identical to that in Study 1, except for two changes: Each simulated primary study's correlation parameter was drawn from a specified distribution, and we used random-effects instead of fixed-effects HOVz procedures.
Design and data generation. The same factorial design as in Study 1 was used, except that the five previous values of were treated as (nominal) means: ʦ {.0, .1, .3, .5, .8}. Together with the nominal variance 2 ϭ .16 2 , these means specify five normal distributions that were capped at Ϯ0.999 as Field (2005) described (see Footnote 3). 7 The top panel of Table 2 gives the Pearson-r and Fisher-z correlation parameters' (postcapping) means, standard deviations, standardized skewness, and excess kurtosis (see Hafdahl, 2008a, Appendix) . Empirical bias, MSE, and CI coverage were evaluated against E() ϭ as the estimand; the variance and higher-order moments of and may help explain patterns of results related to (e.g., increasing decreases 2 somewhat, increases 2 substantially, and affects higher moments differently for vs. ).
Given the distribution of , generation of study i's pair [n i , r i ] was nearly identical to that for Study 1, with the following addition and change for r i : Draw i independently from the specified capped normal distribution, then draw n i independent observations from Y i ϳ N 2 (0, ⌺ i ), where ⌺ i has variances of unity and covariance i . Hence, Studies 1, 2, . . ., and k have (random) correlation parameters 1 , 2 , . . ., and k (instead of the same fixed for all).
Meta-analytic methods and evaluation criteria. We applied to each simulated data set the same SHr procedures used in Study 1 (but now denote the point estimator as ,r instead of r ) and the HOVz homogeneity test and randomeffects procedures (see Table 1 ). These procedures yielded two point estimates of ; two rejection decisions each for H 0 : ϭ 0 (2-tailed) and for H 0 : i ϭ @ i, all at ␣ ϭ .05; and two 95%-CI coverage outcomes. Recall that the HOVz test of H 0 : ϭ 0 does not in general test H 0 : ϭ 0 but does so under the capped strategy. As in Study 1, we compared Field's (2001) versus our empirical expected values and rejection probabilities for tests and also estimated MSE for point estimators and coverage probability for CIs.
Analytic expected values. Except for changes related to heterogeneity and HOVz random-effects procedures, we treated analytic expected values as in Study 1. We used Hafdahl's (2008a, Equations 24 and 26) values for E( ) and E( ,r ) for a simplified case like that in Study 1: n was fixed, and known 2 was used to compute , an HOVz estimator of . These values were compared to empirical versions from the main simulation with the same simplifications.
Results
The comparisons described below yielded substantial inconsistencies between Field's (2001) results versus those from our attempted replication, the latter of which were validated against analytic expected values. In light of these discrepancies, we report all of our simulated values in addition to results for point-estimator efficiency and CI coverage.
Point-estimator expected value and accuracy. Field's (2001) Field's (2001) 120 conditions, covering all levels of n and most levels of and k (except Ϸ .8 and k ϭ 15 or 30). Given each study's 100,000 replications, standard errors for differences between their estimated biases are between about .0001 and .0006. Field's (2001) bias for ,z often was much higher (more positive) than Field's (2005) , with the absolute difference exceeding .02 in 75% of the matching conditions and exceeding .1 in over 40% of them. Although bias differences for ,r were much smaller than for ,z , many were sufficiently large to warrant concern: 40% of the absolute differences were above .005, and 25% were above .01.
According to Field (2005) , "the likely explanation for these small differences is the treatment of inadmissible values" (p. 465), which refers to the distinction between Field's (2001) capped versus Field's (2005) truncated data-generation strategies (see Footnote 3). Although the distributions of and can certainly impact meta-analytic results-especially with mass near || ϭ 1 for Fisher-z methods-this does not account for the number or size of discrepancies. Indeed, many of the largest discrepancies are in conditions with nominal ϭ .1 or .3, where capping and truncation yield essentially identical, nearly normal distri- Note. ϭ nominal mean; 2 ϭ nominal variance (see Footnote 3). Capping %: 100Pr( ϭ Ϫ.999) ϭ 100Pr( ϭ Ϫ3.800) and 100Pr( ϭ .999) ϭ 100Pr( ϭ 3.800). E() ϭ ϭ mean; SD() ϭ ϭ standard deviation; Sk() ϭ ␥ 1 ϭ standardized skewness; Ku() ϭ ␥ 2 ϭ excess kurtosis.
butions of . Much more plausible is that some aspect of the reported data generation or analysis does not reflect how Field (2001) or Field (2005) obtained the reported empirical expected value or bias.
We used the same strategies as in Study 1 to compare Field's (2001) empirical expected values with ours. Most of Field's expected value (or bias) estimates for the HOVz ,z were much larger (i.e., more positive bias) than ours, often by more than one standard error (of ,z ) and up to more than four; several raw differences exceeded .10 (up to over .17). Most of these differences were highly significant (e.g., Z Ն 20 when Ն .1). Field's empirical expected values for the SHr ,r usually were much smaller (i.e., more negative bias) than ours: Absolute effect sizes were above 0.5 in nearly 25% of the conditions and were larger than 2.0 in a handful of the conditions; several absolute raw differences exceeded .05 (up to .07). Although in most conditions with ϭ .0 or .1 these differences were not statistically significant, when Ն .3 the test's absolute Z statistic was often at least 20. Field's simulation and ours clearly estimated different expected values. Furthermore, the absolute difference between our simulated bias and that of Field (2005) -in the same matching conditions used to compare Field (2001) and Field (2005) -was typically less than .002 and .001 for ,z and ,r , respectively, and was never more than .006.
Our analytic expected values for and ,r (with simplifications) matched their simulated counterparts quite well: Absolute raw differences never exceeded .005, most absolute effect sizes were below 0.02, and p values agreed closely with their percentile ranks. Relaxing the simplifications for the main simulation just entailed permitting n to vary, using 2 instead of 2 for , and computing ,z ϭ tanh( ), so we believe the method described above characterizes our main simulation accurately.
Because many results in Field's (2001) Table 4 are inconsistent with the simulation method as described-they differ markedly from Field's (2005) results and our simulated and analytic values, all three of which were quite similar-we recommend not using Field's (2001) Table 4 to draw conclusions about or choose between the two point estimators. Instead, Table 3 shows our simulated bias values (ϫ 1,000) for ,z and ,r under Hz and Sr, respectively. Absolute bias for ,r was typically negative and quite small-always less than .01 and exceeding .005 only for small n combined with moderate-to-large . By comparison, ,z nearly always exhibited notably more (positive) bias than did ,r , especially for larger and k and smaller n ) (where bias for ,z often exceeded 0.01 and occasionally neared 0.10).
Point-estimator efficiency. 2 /MSE( ,r ), was below .05 in all conditions and usually was below .01. Relationships between efficiency and design factors were more complex for ,z , mainly because in some conditions it was rather inaccurate (high bias) yet fairly precise (low variance): Its bias proportion was below .05 in over half of the conditions but exceeded .50 in 20 conditions (only when ϭ .8) and even surpassed .80 (in the 12 conditions with ϭ .8 and k Ն 20). RMSE for ,z nearly always decreased with larger k and n , though when ϭ .8 this was much less pronounced.
Efficiency differences between estimators were minor when Յ .3, more noticeable with ϭ .5, and prominent with ϭ .8. In particular, ,z was always less efficient than ,r , but whereas the former's efficiency was never more than 10% lower and often was within 5% when Յ .3, it became about 10% to 25% lower with ϭ .5 and about 30% to 70% lower with ϭ .8.
Test of mean correlation. Field's (2001) Table 5 displays empirical rejection probabilities for the HOVz and SHr tests of H 0 : ϭ 0, which often differed substantially from those in our attempted replication. Even with ϭ ϭ ϭ .0, our proportions tended to be larger than Field's for both tests, and they were (statistically) significantly so in many conditions for the HOVz test and in some conditions for the SHr test. Discrepancies were more dramatic when Ն .1: For both tests, Field's proportions never were larger than ours and often were much smaller. In conditions where his and our proportions were not 1.000 and 1.0000 (49 for HOVz, 45 for SHr), the odds ratios were highly significant; the largest 25% of the absolute differences were between about .25 and .60. Clearly, the same rejection probabilities did not underlie Field's simulation and ours. Incidentally, rejection proportions from Field's (2005) simulation for ϭ ϭ ϭ .0 in several identical or similar conditions matched ours quite well (usually within sampling error) but matched Field's (2001) quite poorly despite the nearly identical distributions. Table 5 displays our simulated rejection percentages for both tests. In H 0 -true conditions the patterns were roughly similar to those in Field's (2001) Table 5 : The HOVz test's Type I error rate was always nearer nominal than was the SHr test's, and both tests tended to perform better with larger k. For smaller k, however, our HOVz Type I error percentage tended to increase with larger n but Field's did not; also, whereas nearly all of our Type I error percentages were statistically significantly larger than nominal, more of Field's were plausibly within sampling error of nominal (e.g., the HOVz test with k ϭ 30 and 25). As for H 0 -false rejection percentages, like Field's, ours were higher for the SHr test than the HOVz test, but for both tests our percentages tended to be considerably higher than Field's.
CI coverage. Table 6 displays empirical coverage percentage for the HOVz and SHr CIs. For both CIs, coverage was rarely within sampling error of nominal, though it tended to be nearer 95% with larger k and, for the HOVz CI, smaller n . Whereas the SHr CI's coverage was affected primarily by k-always below 85% when k ϭ 5 but rarely below 90% when k Ն 10 -the HOVz CI deteriorated when Ն .5. Between the two methods, the SHr CI's coverage was usually further below nominal, especially with k ϭ 5, but with larger and k the HOVz CI clearly performed worst: When Յ .3 the HOVz CI usually maintained coverage within 3% and often 2% of nominal, except with small k and large n ; with ϭ .5 its coverage fell but stayed between 90% and 92% in most conditions, and with ϭ .8 its coverage plummeted as k increased (e.g., below 70% when k Ն 20).
Test of homogeneity. Field's (2001) Table  3 indicates that the HOVz test's rejection rate is essentially nominal in all conditions but that the SHr test's often is somewhat below nominal for small and n and usually is above nominal for larger (e.g., often above .06 and as high as .14). Hence, at ␣ ϭ .05 one may justifiably interpret H 0 -false rejection probabilities as power for the HOVz test in all of Field's conditions but as power for the SHr test only in certain conditions.
Our estimated rejection probability differed radically from Field's (2001) in many conditions. The difference for each test was over .07, more often than not. Often it was over .40, and occasionally it was over .65. An odds ratio was computed and tested in about one third of the conditions (43 for HOVz, 45 for SHr; in the others, Field's proportion was 1.000 or ours was 1.0000): For even the smallest difference (.996 -.985 ϭ .011) this was a vastly (2001) closely but differed appreciably from ours; ours agreed better with power based on approximations of Hedges and Pigott (2001, Equations 25-27) . Table 7 shows our empirical rejection percentages for both homogeneity tests, which increased with larger n , k, and . The percentage for the HOVz test was nearly always slightly higher than that for the SHr test (by at most about 8% and usually less than 4%), which bodes well for the HOVz test, as it also controlled Type I errors better. Unlike Field's (2001) consistently high percentages, which were never below 70% and exceeded 80% and 90% in, respectively, 117 and 114 of the 120 conditions for each test, ours were usually substantially lower: They fell below 50%, 80%, and 90%, respectively, in 23, 45, and 58 conditions for the HOVz test and in 24, 49, and 58 conditions for the SHr test.
Natural HOVz estimand. To demonstrate the DZRT's impact, the Hz n columns in Tables 3, 4 , and 6 show accuracy, efficiency, and CI coverage, respectively, for the HOVz ,z and CI versus their "natural" estimand, tanh( ), which is given in Table 2 's last column. This natural bias (see Table 3 ) typically was much less than that versus , especially with larger , and usually was comparable tooften slightly less than-the SHr estimator's bias ( ,r vs.
). Even in the eight conditions in which natural bias exceeded .01 ( ϭ .8 and k Յ 10, perhaps due to the 11% Note. Tabled value under "RMSE" is 1,000 ϫ ͱMSE and under "Relative efficiency" is HOVz estimator's rescaled % relative efficiency vs. SHr estimator, 100(MSE Sr /MSE Hz -1). Approaches and estimands: Hz ϭ Hedges-Olkin-Vevea Fisher-z vs. ; Hz n ϭ Hedges-Olkin-Vevea Fisher-z vs. tanh( ); Sr ϭ Schmidt-Hunter Pearson-r vs. .
capping "spike" at ϭ tanh
Ϫ1
[.999] ϭ 3.800 and small-k bias in 2 ), it was always below .03. The natural MSE for ,z (see Table 4 ) was always smaller than that versus , especially with larger and k. Although this natural MSE was always larger than that for the SHr estimator ( ,r vs. ), it usually was within 10% and never was more than 25% less efficient; it exceeded 20% only in the 12 conditions with ϭ .8 and n Ն 80. Finally, natural coverage for the HOVz CI (see Table 6 ) was usually nearer nominal than that versus but often only slightly; most notably, with ϭ .8 it often was much further from nominal when k Յ 10 -due to the 11% capping spike, we believe-but always was much closer when k Ն 20. Relative to the SHr CI's coverage (vs. ), the HOVz CI's natural coverage was always nearer nominal when Յ .5, and when ϭ .8 it was no more than 5% or 2% further below nominal when k Ն 15 or k Ն 25, respectively.
Summary
Our attempted replication of Field's (2001) Study 2 yielded different results on all three outcomes in many conditions, and these discrepancies often were substantial. Broadly speaking, in our simulation the HOVz and SHr approaches both showed considerably less bias, higher rejection rates for tests of the mean correlation, and lower rejection rates for homogeneity tests. Several sources of evidence indicate that it is Field's reported results for Study 2 that are incompatible with his simulation method as described: Analytic values corroborated our simulated bias; Field's (2005) bias and rejection rates for tests of the mean correlation agreed with our simulation results better than with those of Field (2001) ; and although Field's (2003) rejection rates for the HOVz homogeneity test matched those of Field (2001) better than they did ours, our rejection rates aligned more closely than did Field's (2001 Field's ( , 2003 with analytic power approximations.
Whereas the SHr point estimator tended to perform better than the HOVz point estimator, the HOVz CI and tests tended to yield better inference about the mean correlation and heterogeneity than did their SHr counterparts. More specifically, the SHr point estimator was nearly always less biased and more efficient and sometimes substantially so (especially for larger mean correlations). As for inference about the mean correlation, which both methods usually handled worse with few and large studies, the HOVz and SHr tests both typically failed to control Type I error rate, though the former maintained this nearer nominal. CI coverage for both methods was usually at least slightly below nominal; the HOVz CI performed better in many circumstances (especially with fewer studies) but sometimes per- formed somewhat to much worse (with a large mean correlation). The HOVz homogeneity test was clearly superior to the SHr test, because in nearly all conditions the former detected extant heterogeneity more often while it controlled the Type I error rate to nearer nominal. Finally, the HOVz point estimator usually was more accurate and efficient when evaluated against tanh( ), its natural DZRT estimand, than against -often substantially so, especially for larger correlation meansand its CI coverage typically improved.
Discussion
We noticed discrepancies in results between Field's (2001) Monte Carlo studies of meta-analytic techniques for correlations versus related Monte Carlo studies and attempted to replicate the former's findings. Field's results were compared with our simulation results, some of which were validated against analytic expected values. Nearly all of Field's results under homogeneity (Study 1) were replicable, but most of those under heterogeneity (Study 2) were not; in many conditions the latter discrepancies were both statistically and practically significant. Point-estimator efficiency and CI coverage probability were also assessed. In this section we highlight notable implications of these comparisons, offer guidelines for practice (including cautions about simulation evidence), and remark on limitations and extensions of the present work.
Implications of Comparisons
Regarding the mean (Pearson-r) correlation under heterogeneity, Field's (2001) sizable positive bias for the HOVz Tables 4,  5 , and 6, respectively, then some of his observations and conclusions in the heterogeneous case warrant modification. Here we simply note the more important changes. Regarding point estimation (Field, 2001, pp. 173-174) , the HOVz estimator's typical bias is much smaller than Field described, the SHr estimator's absolute bias does not always increase with a larger mean correlation (it decreases from Ϸ .5 to Ϸ .8), and for large mean correlations the HOVz estimator's absolute bias is much greater than the SHr estimator's. Regarding tests of the mean correlation for both methods (Field, 2001, pp. 174 -176) , Type I error rates tend to be less nominal with larger studies (vs. nearer nominal with larger total sample size), and rejection proboften performed worse for parameter distributions shaped like in Field's (2001 Field's ( , 2005 extreme conditions than for those distributions shaped like . Hence, these pathological fictitious distributions may put Fisher-z methods at a disadvantage rarely encountered in practice. Third, some authors assess estimators or tests using unconventional performance criteria, such as Field's (2005, p. 450) population CIs or Law's (1995, p. 295 ) frequency of closest estimation. One should be sure to understand how these measures were obtained and interpret them accordingly. For example, Hall and Brannick (2002) appear to have computed their credibility intervals (CrIs) from estimators' empirical expected values-applying tanh and tanh Ϫ1 to means for the Fisher-z method-instead of from each replication's estimates (pp. 381-384) ; the "population intervals" in their Figure 1 are not nominal in any obvious sense (e.g., containing with specified probability), especially with capped at Ϯ.94 (p. 380); and the normality implicit in CrI construction and interpretation is violated more for than in some conditions. It is not clear how features of these CrIs correspond to informative properties of the estimators or other procedures of interest, so their contribution to Hunter and Schmidt's (2004) evidence of "distortions introduced by use of the Fisher's z transformation" (p. 204) is disputable.
Choices under homogeneity. Under homogeneity, the SHr point estimator is usually more efficient-albeit often more biased-than the HOVz fixed-effects point estimator, except with a very strong correlation ( ϭ .8). For inference about the correlation or homogeneity, the HOVz CI and tests perform better than their SHr counterparts in terms of coverage probability and Type I error control. On the basis of these criteria, the HOVz approach could be considered better overall under homogeneity, especially when synthesizing few studies with a stronger correlation. One might, however, favor the SHr point estimator if no CI or test were desired.
Choices under heterogeneity. It is more difficult to evaluate and recommend methods in the more realistic heterogeneous case on the basis of the present or previous simulations, due to issues noted above and to the troublesome DZRT used in Field's (2001) and others' HOVz estimators. Nonetheless, under the specific and distributions examined hereinField's capped strategy with nominal 2 ϭ .16 2 -the SHr point estimator performs better than the HOVz random-effects point estimator in terms of both bias and efficiency. For inference about the mean correlation, the HOVz test and CI typically perform better than their SHr counterparts; notable exceptions occur for large mean correlations. Each technique usually maintains CI coverage probability at least slightly below nominal (and Type I error rate for testing H 0 : ϭ 0 slightly above nominal) and behaves especially poorly in certain conditions: the HOVz CI with a large mean correlation, and the SHr CI with few studies. One could consider the HOVz approach best overall; in some situations, however, a particular SHr procedure may be preferable, such as for point estimation without a CI or even for other tasks in certain conditions.
That the HOVz point estimator and CI usually performed better against tanh( ), their natural estimand, suggests that a different z-to-r transformation might work better. Law (1995) and Hafdahl (2008a) proposed such Fisher-z estimators, which use estimates of and 2 to approximate the integral (over or ) that defines (or 2 ): an integral z-to-r transformation (IZRT). Initial simulation results indicate that these IZRT estimators largely eliminate the poor estimation and inference their DZRT counterparts sometimes exhibit, and it is difficult to find realistic conditions in which they are markedly less accurate than Pearson-r estimators (Hafdahl, 2008b) . Hence, it appears that admonitions against meta-analyzing Fisher-z correlations under heterogeneity (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004; Schulze, 2004) are limited to DZRT estimators and are largely unwarranted for their IZRT counterparts. Meta-analysts who have avoided Fisher-z methods due to such concerns may wish to consider these IZRT adaptations.
Limitations and Potential Pursuits
The simulation design and focal meta-analytic techniques in our attempted replication and extension impose limitations on conclusions and recommendations for practice. Several unresolved issues remain to be addressed.
Simulation design. Field's (2001) simulations and our attempted replications used conditions with relatively few studies (at most 30) and only one nominal magnitude of interstudy variance component. Broader conclusions and recommendations would be supported by designs with wider ranges of number of studies and variance-component size (e.g., Field, 2005; Hafdahl, 2008b) . Systematic investigation of how the shape of correlation-parameter distributions impacts results would be valuable, especially for procedures that assume normality or that may be affected by extreme values. Also, although Field's (2001) normal distribution of n i is more realistic than constant n i (e.g., Schulze, 2004) , n i distributions tend to be at least somewhat positively skewed, often with a few relatively large studies; evaluating techniques with such distributions would help understand their sensitivity to this aspect of meta-analytic data.
Evaluation criteria focused on other properties, such as widths for CIs or, for tests, receiver operating characteristic curves or test-statistic or p-value distributions, would be informative. Also valuable would be criteria related to the parameter distribution's dispersion and key regions (e.g., Ͼ 0), such as properties of estimated variance components and CrIs that are of central interest in domains such as validity generalization. Hall and Brannick (2002, Study 1 ) is one of very few studies to date to attempt comparison of variance components or CrIs between HOVz and SHr approaches; building on their efforts with such outcomes seems worthwhile.
Focal techniques. Numerous authors have proposed or used variations on or alternatives to the basic meta-analytic techniques studied herein; few of these techniques have been assessed extensively in realistic conditions. For example, Pearson-r correlations may be corrected for bias before being analyzed directly or as Fisher-z correlations; Field (2005, pp. 464 -465) suggested replacing k with k -1 in the variance for the SHr point estimator, which makes it more like Sidik and Jonkman's (2002) variance estimator used with a t distribution for CIs; and various options may be used to estimate weights for analyses of Pearson-r correlations (e.g., Brannick et al., 2008) . Maximum likelihood estimators for the common or mean correlation and interstudy variance component have been proposed (e.g., Hedges & Olkin, 1985; Raju & Drasgow, 2003) . Finally, Bayesian meta-analysis is applicable to correlations, and it may better handle uncertainty due to interstudy heterogeneity and other sources (e.g., Sutton & Abrams, 2001 ).
